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Aromatic polyimides are. a cl_s of polymers that show remarkable therm;d stability, strength,
and toughness. These properties make them attractive candidates for use in high-performance

carl)on fiber composites for airborne and spaccborne structural compom,nts.

The range of possible polymers one couhl produce in the laboratory is vast. Consequently, there

is a need to develop an understanding of the relath)nshil) betw_n some of the thermochemical or

thermomechanical properties of polyimides and their chemical structures and processing histories,
in order to guide the selection of candidate polymers for synthesis.

The physical properties of a polymer are determined not only by the chemical identities of the

monomeric units, but also by the microscopic morphology (amorphous, polycrystalline, distribu-

tion of voids) of the material, and by the presence of foreign material. Change in morphological

properties with time accounts for the physical process of polymer aging; foreign material (fillers)
are widely employed (for example in the rubber tire industry) to tailor physical properties.

Polymer microcrystallites are, in a way, like foreign particles embedded in the amorphous

polymer, but since they are also intimately involved in the amorphous phase, they are less prone to
exclusion as the material ages than particles of an inhomogeneoun filler. The profound effects the

presence of microcrystallites can have on the physical properties of polymers make it desireal)le to

be able to control their formation during synthesis and processing. Our research centered on the

development of an understanding of the underlying process of crystallite formation in a particular

cla.cq of ary] polyimldes fi)r which there are some x-ray crystallographic data av,Mlal)le. The ultimate

aim of the project is to be able to develop a mode! sufficiently fiexibh; to be able, on the basis of

the chemical structure of a polymer in this class, to predict: (1) whether it will be prone t.o form

crystallites; (2) crystallographic features of the crysta|lites; and (3) synthesis and/or processing

conditions that will be favorable or unfavorabh, to cryst,Mlite formation. This will provide guidance

to the laboratory chemists in their choice of candhlate polymers and processing methods.

The process of cryst,'d fi)rmation in high polymers is dominated by kinetic factors; the true

state of thermodynamic equilibrium in virtually unattainable. The kinetic factors are dependent

upon bond rotations within the molecnh', as well as the interactions between adjacent lengths of

polymer. Characteristically, aromatic polyimides have monomeric units that are relatively long (on
the order of 15-30 _), but Inave relatively h:w (2-5) articulations, and thus have few rotatable bonds

per monomeric unit. The hnide functionality endows the monomers with localized dipole moments,
more or less in the chain direction, and other pendant or in-chain gronl)s , such as trifluoromethyl or

carbonyl groups, may also contribute to local dipole moments. Both the interaction between these

loc,'d dipoles along the chain, and ordinary dispersion (van der Waals) interactions are thought to
dominate inter-chain cohesion which may be inter- or iutra-molecular.

The model compounds studied were (see Figure I) poly(N-pamphenylenebisphthallnfide) (l),

poly(N.para,parahiphenylenebisphthalinfide) (ll), and poly(N-mctaphenylenebisphthalimide) (III).

Of these, (II) and a re, tuber of its functlonalized analogs are known to crystalize, and x-ray crys-

tallographic data have been published for drawn fibers. It is strongly suspected that (I) does and

(Ill) does not crystallize. 87



Chenget aL l have studied analogs of (II), and the data indicate that the crystallites that

form, both in spun and in drawn fibers, have thicknesses of only about 18-22_, i.e. the length of a

single monomeric unit in the polymer chain direction. They also found that, with increasing draw

ratio, the crystals tend to get larger in the directions transverse to the chain, but do not grow in
the chain direction. These conclusions rest on a number of assumptions about the origin of the

x-ray reflections, starting with the assumption that the ordering is really crystalline, as opposed to

smectic or nematic; for such smaJl crystllite sizes, the data are difficult to interpret rigorously.

Semiempirical quantum chemical caJcnlations (MOPAC/A MI) were carried out to investig_tte the

potential energy versus bond rotation about all of the rotatable bonds in the monomeric units. In
carl, of these bonds (the bisphthaJimide bond, the phenylc, ne-phthalimide bond, and the biphenylene

bond), the energy minima correspond to dihedral angles of 25 - 35 degrees between the aromatic

ring systems, the potential energy barrier to rotation through the coplanar conformation is at
most on the order of kT at 300K above the minima., the ,ninima are relatively flat (smaJI second

derivative of potential energy with respect to dihedral angle), and there is a very large barrier

to rotation througli the conformation with the rings perpendh;nlar to each other, of around 10

kT'. In practical terms, these results mean that, once the conformation around a bond has been
estM_iished in synthesis, it is essentia,lly frozen in excursions of up to 90 degrees are thermally

accessible, but not excursions through larger angles. This point is illustrated in Figure 2: lloth sets
of conformations indicated can result from tl,e synthesis of the polyimide by the usual synthetic

techniques, but a single such bond, once formed, may not cross the barrier around _ = 90 °.

As the polymer is formed, the confi_rn|ations at the I)isphthalimide bonds are random. Since

to form a crystallite that is exteuded for two or more monomer units along the chin direction,
all the involved monomers must have th,, same conformation type, the fact that the conformations

are random along the ch,xin means that that condition generally won't be met. Furthermore,
besides a correlation of conformations along the chain, there must be a correlation of monomeric

conformations on adjacent chains. Again, the rando,tness of the conformations frustrates this

crystallinity. See Figure 3.
These observations lead us to the suggestion that the crystallltes are of the fringed micelle type.

This is also consistent with the observation that the crystallites seem to grow a.s the fiber is drawn,

but transverse to the Chain diret, tion. It is proposed that, a.s the fiber is drawn, the polymer chains

undergo reptation, whidl would le,'ul both to extension of the crystallites at their edges (Figure 4a),
and perfection of the crystallites (Vignre 4b). The latter occurs as conformational impurities, whose

interactions with the rest of the crystal are weak,,r, are drawn out of the crystallite, and replaced

by monomers with the correct conformation, located further down the polymer chain, which wouhl

"click" into place, owing to their stronger interacthms with the rest of the crystal. The removal of

conformational impurities couhl also enhance ctdiprative effects contributing to extension.

This understanding of the nature of crystallinity in this family of aromatic polyimides suggests

a number of approaches to increasing the degree of crystallinity: The correlation of conformations

along the polymer chains must be l)rought under control. One possible approach to that might

be to synthesize the amic acid polymer prt, cursor to the polyimide, anti draw it into sheets or
fibers to effect conformation,'d alignment, and then dehydrate it to form the polyhnide. Another

approach might be to eniploy bulky functional gr0iip_ attached to the phthalic 6-rings at the

position ortho to the bisphthalic bond to enhanco, conformation,'d purity in the polymer. Finally,

surface "template", or enzyme-medlated syntheses might be developed to produce polymers in a

conformationally specific way.

[!] S.Z.D. Cheng, Z-Q Wu, M. Eashoo, 1,.C. tlsu, and l".W. llarris: "A high-performance aromatic

polyimide fibre: 1.," l'olymcr, 32, 1803 (1991).
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F|gnre I. Three. model polyme.rs ur,e.d in the. study.
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Figure I. ,qchematic re.ple.ne.ntation o1"the. pote.ntial e.lie.r£_,ycurve. ¢orle.nponding to rotarian ahout

the. hirphthalimide, bond. The. lower llarrie.rR are Clli the order of k?' at T = 300K, while, the hillher

harrierR are on the order of 10 x kT' no, once hwlne.d hi a llarl, icular confornlation, exr, urslon,q of

dlhe.dral angle, may range over only ahoill, 90 °, and ni;iy not liana over the. harrie.r, lle.nre., the..re, will
lie very few trnnnitlonn lle.tween the conformers show..
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F|Buu_. 3. Schematlc represe.t_ltlon of mo.omer c(ml'orm;Itionr in polymer ch:d.s involved i, crys-

t,nllltc" f()rmntlcm. (n) The cc)nform;_ti().ally _i_nlflc;.it r(,_ion is sh.wn as the hohl 7,i_-7,;1_, and the
1,wo conformerr nre repr(.,renL(,(I by th(. two posRible orlentatio.s of the zig 7,ng. H(,c,_tLr(.there, i,r

no corr(.hltion in co.t'orm,_ti(_.,_ (_f a(lj;icent mo.ov.(.r .nits ;do.g the ch,_in,% even t,ho.gh wlthi.

the erwL;dl|te (between 1,he (h)tted li.(.s) Lh(. mc)nom(.r,; est,nl)llrh ('().formati().al order, tl,;H, order
cannot he retained above or I..Iow. 'l'hi_ h,;.lr to crwt,;dlit, e_ who_e thick.es_ is the h.ngth of a

mc_.omer IHlit. (b) Sdlemnl, lc repre,_(.ntatio, of a crystallit(,, sh()wi._ ('o.form,_l,io.nl ()rder within

the crvrt.allite, nnd the remni.d(,r of the p_dyt.er ch:_i.s i.volv(.d i. the am(wpho.s regions ,_l)(w(.

a.d l)elDw the _rwt,_ll|te. A ri._le lmlw.er H_,_in ronhl he involved in a _nml..r or,_l_ crwl, allite,r.

'l'h_e erwtnlllt(_ nre n special hLrta.ce of Lhe "fri.g('d mi('(.Ih," type.
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Figure 4. The pro(_esr of r(,l_tation (v(.rl.ic;d motio, of the ('hah_s in 1,he I]_.r(,s) ca. res.ll, i.:

(,_) Internl extension (growl, h) of the crvrl,;_ilil,e nr monomers with 1,he ._pl)rol)ri,_t,e co.form,_tion

nre drawn Mongride ._n existi._ crvstallit,.; a.d (b) I)ert'ecl, iot_ of a cryrtnllite which co.talned a

conformat|onnl imp.rltv. In I)oI,|) cnses, rept,ation le:_(Ir I.o th(: removal of mo.omer _H_iL'A', a=_d it,s

rei)l;_cement I)v the monomer unit (l|', which fits into the existing crwtnllite _trucl,_r_.. Rel)t,ation is

n typical mode of motion in l).lw.err, n.(I w()_hl Im)l_al)lv h(. n prevnle.t mode whe. the m._t,eri:d

is heing stretched or drnwn.
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